Tiger Moms Number One Choice - Paul's SAT for Advanced Learners: Math Everything you need to know to score 800 on the SAT I Math Sections. Most Accurate Way to Know If You Will Get an 800 or Not - Take 25-minute practice tests to figure out how many questions you'll miss in a test - Know your strengths and weaknesses by studying the specific category of each problem Closest Difficulty to the Real Test - Solve difficult problems strictly adhering to the actual SAT test - Topics, skills, and reasoning accurately in range of CollegeBoard Linking Concepts to Real CollegeBoard Examples - Study with the Official SAT Study Guide* to link what you've learned to the actual problems - Guidelines to which parts of the Official SAT Study Guide* are linked to the categories included *the Official SAT Study Guide is a trademark of CollegeBoard, which is not affiliated with and does not endorse this product
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